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The EMAC aspires to bring together 
public spaces by integrating itself 
to the High Line, 14th st Park, and 
the Hudson River Greenway.

The EMAC will provide the ‘stage’ 
to the performer and the audience, 
so that one can begin to connect 
themselves to the elevated park as 
well as the rest of the city.

The EMAC will generate its own 
electricity through solar-fritted 
IGUs integrated into the facade. 
ETFE panels will control the 
amount of light entering the 
spaces.  

The outdoor performance area has 
a permeable ground surface that 
will collect rainwater into the entry 
lobby’s living machine, which will 
treat the rainwater to be used for 
the building’s sanitary facilities.

The flexible blackbox theatre opens 
up to the Hudson River via large 
motorized  doors, providing water-
front views and connecting the 
interior to the exterior.
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1 lobby
2 living machine
3 offices
4 atrium
5 classroom
6 orientation gallery
7 control room
8 practice room
9 cafe
10 outdoor performance
11 theatre prefunction
12 blackbox theatre
13 support space
14 control room
15 rehearsal room
16 catwalks
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION

facade contributes to generating electricity through:  solar-fritted IGUs
        ETFE panels

more dense less dense

solar-fritted IGU 
pattern

75% opaque 50% opaque 25% opaque transparent

ETFE panel; angled condition

ETFE panel; typical condition
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1 lobby/intro gallery
2 living machine
3 reception
4 retail
5 bathrooms
6 loading/service
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recycled sheet 
metal panels

motorized metal 
garage doors

insulated glazing units
ETFE panels

FACADE PERFORMANCE ETFE PANEL CONDITIONS

“CLOSED” CURTAIN THEATER

“OPEN” CURTAIN THEATER


